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ABSTRACT
Extending the lifetime of the wireless sensor network has been aimed by several research efforts. Distributed networks provide a viable solution to increase the lifetime of WSN. It does not assign the heavy task to a single node, which otherwise can result in the loss of connectivity, fast depletion of the battery of the single node and reallocation of the tasks. Task allocation in WSN play a major role in extending the lifetime. This paper propose a method(ETAUC) Energy aware task allocation with unequal clustering in WSN that provide the task allocation among clusters according to their strength of the battery, it helps in balancing the work in network and avoids the condition, in which some clusters finishes quickly and other clusters have plenty of battery power. The proposed method also circumlocutes the reassignment of the task; which has been partially completed by the finished cluster. The wireless sensor networks are deployed in the area of variant environmental features so we have also focused here on providing the relation between the temperature and the battery power of the sensor node. The simulation results shows that our proposed method increase the throughput 32.51%.
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INTRODUCTION
Network of large number of sensor nodes can be used for military surveillance, habitat monitoring, vehicle tracking and infrastructure monitoring [1],[2]. The sensor nodes initially contain a limited amount of battery; the battery of the sensor cannot be recharged due to the application area of the wireless sensor network. Because of this reason many researchers have focused on the utilization of battery in WSN. Cluster based tracking sensor networks comes under the category of collaborative applications, in which many tasks completed in cooperative manner[3],[4],[5],[6],[7]. The energy conservation analysis is required for sensor nodes because these nodes contain fewer amounts of battery capacities operating in tactical areas [8],[9], [10],[11]. As the wireless sensor network contains many clusters, so it is possible that the depletion rate of the battery power of one cluster is more as compared to other clusters, in general many clusters reside in the network with a sufficient amount of the battery with no connectivity, so we cannot apply these clusters to do any task. The Temperature affects the depletion rate of the battery power[12].

Clustering is an important method to implement the hierarchical topology, which increases the scalability and lifetime of the sensor network. Each cluster consists of a cluster head node and many member nodes. The cluster head performs the task of distribution and aggregation, so the battery utilization of cluster head becomes high as compared to the other nodes present in the cluster. To compensate the maximum utilization of the battery by cluster head, the rotation can be done in cluster for appointing the cluster head within the cluster.

The distributed computing is important for increasing the network lifetime, network processing power [13],[14],[15],[16]. However, there is importance for task allocation for boosting the efficiency of the network. WSN is a event driven network, so in this each node contain different amount of battery.

In this work, ETAUC, An Energy Aware Task Distribution with unequal Clustering in WSN, is proposed. ETAUC’s objective is to provide balanced task allocation within the network, so that the allocated task becomes completed within the lifetime of the node/cluster. It considers the effect of temperature in the depletion rate of the battery; according to the depletion rate it assigns the task to the nodes present in the cluster.

This paper is organized as: section II discusses the closely related works, section III explains the problem description, section IV presents the ETAUC algorithm, section V shows the simulation results, section VI concludes with a brief summary.

RELATED WORK
A large amount of studies have been done on the reduction of the utilization of battery power and task allocation in WSN by using the different technique [10], [11], [17], [20].

Y. Yu and V. K. Prasanna have proposed an algorithm for achieving the energy balanced task allocation in a single-hop cluster[21]. They have proposed the following algorithm for task allocation:

Step 1: cluster of tasks are formed by removing the heaviest communication activities for reducing the overall execution time of the tasks.

Step 2: Cluster of tasks are assigned to the sensor which has minimum norm-energy.

Step 3: In this step several iterations are used for achieving the energy balancing by reducing the energy of the critical node.

In this algorithm, the tasks are assigned to the nodes which have less amount of battery; it has a negative impact on the overall throughput of the system because the nodes with less
amount of battery power early to come to end. The proposed ETAUC algorithm assigns the percentage of task according to the remaining energy percentage; it assures that the allocated proportion of task should be completed by that particular node. BEATA algorithm that is given in [22] and [23], consider the collaborative applications. It maintains an energy adaptive window. All the nodes are sorted according to the finish time of a task. The nodes in this list that utilizes less amount of battery are chosen for assigning the next task. Unlike the ETAUC, it does not provide the energy balancing in task allocation because the nodes with higher processing power have more chance to present in the energy adaptive window, and hence, more chance to get the next task. As a result the battery power of nodes with higher processing power diffuses early.

J. Zhu, J. Li and H. Gao, have proposed a task allocation algorithm for heterogeneous sensor network with the effort to reduce the energy consumption in the network while meeting the deadline, they have followed the divide and conquer paradigm[24]. The algorithm contains four phases:

i) Task Partition
ii) Deadline distribution
iii) Scheduling
iv) Rescheduling

The algorithm considered the task either synchronization task or simple task. The deadline is distributed among the synchronization task present in the task set. In scheduling phase the task is assigned to the node, that consumes the less energy and fulfill the deadline In this algorithm it is possible that energy is hugely sacrificed.

S. Giannecchini et al.[25] proposed a algorithm (CoRAI) for assigning the network resources to tasks. They have not discussed about the energy consumption and allocation of tasks to sensor nodes.

P. Basu, W. Ke, and T. D. C. Little described a TCP oriented task mapping algorithms with respect to an average hop-count[26]. They have not considered the heavy load in the given algorithm.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 System Models

This section presents different mathematical models for task assignment framework. We will describe here, Network system model, Task Model, cluster construction phase etc.

3.1.1 Network system model

The network system, in most general way consist of a set of clusters e.g. \( N = \{c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4, \ldots, c_n\} \). Each cluster is a collection of sensor nodes. The number of nodes in clusters is variant and each node contains a different amount of battery power with equal power of computation efficiency. The consumption rate of the battery power of the node is measured in Joules per unit time. Each node in the cluster contains different amount of battery power for example \( B = \{b_1, b_2, b_3, b_4, \ldots, b_q\} \). Total energy of the cluster is represented as \( E \). The network can be represented as the graph of nodes, in upper layer the clusters are connected by the point to point link and in lower layer; nodes are connected by the link. The link \( X_{uv} \) means the cluster \( u \) can communicate with the cluster \( v \). The graph for upper layer \( (1,1) \) can be modeled as \( G_1 = (N, X) \), where \( X = \{X_{12}, X_{34}, X_{35}, \ldots, X_{pq}\} \). The edge(link) \( Y_{ab} \) represents the node \( a \) can directly communicate with node \( b \). The graph for lower layer \( (1,2) \) is modeled as \( G_2 = (C, Y) \), where \( Y \) is a set \( \{Y_{12}, Y_{34}, Y_{35}, \ldots, Y_{pq}\} \). An allocation matrix \( A \) \( m \times n \) shows the amount of task assigned to a particular cluster. If an entry \( (A_{ij}) = 0 \) is present in the allocation matrix, it shows that part of task i is not allocated to cluster j and if \( A_{ij} = x \), shows that x percent task of task i is assigned to the cluster j.

3.1.2 Task model

An application that can be divided into multiple tasks, can be modeled by DAG[27]. DAG is represented in this paper as \( G= (T, E) \), where \( T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_n\} \) represent a set of tasks in a particular application. The set \( (t_i, t_j) \in E \), represent that there is a directed edge from node \( t_i \) to \( t_j \). Each cluster has a cluster head(H) that reside at the root node of the DAG. The H collects the result of the complete application from the different nodes in the DAG. Note that our ETAUC method assumes that the communication cost for sending the message between the nodes is \( C_{uv} \), if the packet size is given as \( K \) and the link capacity is given as \( L \), then the communication cost becomes \( K/L \). The time to complete the task is given by the set \( T = \{s_{t_1}, s_{t_2}, s_{t_3}, \ldots, s_{t_n}\} \).

3.1.3 Cluster construction phase

For the constructing cluster we have applied the unsupervised learning. We have collected the data from [19]. The original dataset contains 8 fields as date, time, epoch, moteid, temperature, humidity, light, voltage. We have preprocessed the data and taken the fields of temperature and voltage, and applied the K-means clustering for constructing the clusters. Initially, we have defined the number of clusters as 2. from the result we have got that for 2 clusters the density is higher at outer region of the clusters. We have increased the clusters from 2 to 3, 3 to 4 and 4 to 5. As we have taken 5 clusters the outcome results in the equal density of the clusters. Below figure 1 shows the density of the data.

Fig. 1 Density Of Data Distribution
3.1.4 Task distribution model

If the application is assigned to a particular cluster, the different tasks constitute the application are allocated to different nodes that present in this cluster according to their remaining battery power (Rni). The percentage of task ti can be assigned to the node with remaining battery power Rni as given as RTi = x % of task assigned by the node.

The completion of the task to the nodes of different level is decided by the upper level. E.g. the nodes at level i are n1, n2, n3, and n4 contains x% of task and n2 contains y% of task assigned by the node present in level i−1. Suppose that the nodes on level i+1 are n1, n2, and E is given as {(n1,n1),(n1,n2)}. Now the division of x% of task is decided according to the remaining battery of the nodes n1(Rn1) and n2(Rn2) as x × Rn1/100 and x × Rn2/100 respectively. The below figure 2 shows the task distribution process.

3.1.5 Remaining battery model

The remaining battery of the network is represented as the set

\[ B_N = \{ R_{BC}, R_{BC}^2, R_{BC}^3, \ldots, R_{BC}^k \} \]

The remaining battery of the network is given as

\[ R_{BN} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} R_{BC}^i \]

The Cluster’s battery can be represented by the set as B = {B1, B2, B3, B4, ……… Bn}. Here, nodes of level, i informs about their remaining battery to their parent level i−1. The remaining battery of the level i is calculated as

\[ R_{level i} = \sum_{k=1}^{i} R_{BC}^k \]

where k = 2, 3, 4, ……… l. Here, total number of nodes at level i are l. The remaining battery at each node at leveli, Rlevel node d is calculated as

\[ R_{level node d} = \sum_{x=i-1}^{i-2} \sum_{z=1}^{x} R_{BC}^z \]

where x = i-1, i-2, i-3, ……… z and z is the level of the leaf node. At last, the cluster head, H calculates the remaining battery of the cluster after collecting the remaining battery information of their child nodes.

3.1.6 Automatic Task’s Result Collection Model

The cluster head of each cluster collects the result send by the nodes Cc = {n1, n2, n3, ……… n}. The nodes in this model cannot wait for other nodes to complete the assigned task. When, any node ni completes its assigned task, it send the result to their parent at level i−1. The parent node nj at level i−1 collects the result from their child nodes and assemble the result that is provided by their child into one result. For example, The nodes at level i are n1, n2, n3, and nj, the parent of these nodes at level i−1 is nj−1. The parent node receives the result from the nodes n1, n2, n3 and nj assemble these result into one or some message (result) as

\[ \text{Result}_{nj} = \text{Result}_{nj1} \times \text{Result}_{nj2} \times \text{Result}_{nj3} \]

The node nj−1 forwards the results Result to their parent at level i−2. In this way the cluster head (H) can collect all the result generated from the C. Here, in our model, it is assumed that there is no need for any node that is present inside any cluster to send the incomplete assignment to their parent node at upper level. The base station in WSN collects the result from each cluster present in the network. The procedure for Task Result collection is shown in the figure 3.

![Fig. 2 Task Distribution Process](image)

![Fig. 3: Task Result Collection Process](image)

3.2 ETAUC algorithm

Step 1: The Base Station, BS Allocates the task to each clusters on the basis of their remaining Battery Power(Rnc). The BS assign the task to cluster through their Cluster Head, H. The task assigned to the cluster TC is given as

\[ T_c = T_{total} \times R_{nc} \]

Here α is a constant, it depend upon the battery utilization in communication.

Step 2: The Cluster head, H collect the information for the remaining battery of their child nodes; assign the task according to their remaining battery power (Rnc), the task assigned to a child node is calculated as

\[ T_{NC} = T_c \times R_{nc} - \text{α} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The task assigned to the H is given as

\[ T_H = T_{total} \times \frac{R_{BH}}{100} - \beta \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

R_{BH} is the remaining battery power of H, β > T_c \times \frac{R_{nc}}{100} - \alpha
Step 3: Now the child node of H assigns the task to their child node and itself according to their remaining battery power by using equation (1) and (2).

Step 4: Repeat Step-3 until the leaf node of the DAG does not come.

Step 5: After the distribution of $T_{total}$ in the cluster the parent nodes collect the result from their child nodes.

Step 6: Each parent node wait for a threshold time for getting the result from the child node. Suppose the throughput of the processor of the nodes is $\eta$ and the allocated task to the node is $T_{NC}$ then the threshold time ($\tau$).

$$\tau = \frac{T_{NC}}{\eta} + \lambda + \psi$$, $\lambda$ is the communication cost and $\psi$ is the task partition cost.

3.2.1 **Formation of the relation between temperature and battery backup**

The depletion rate of the battery depends upon the temperature, As we know that WSN is applied in area of varying temperatures and tactical fields. The resultant battery of the cluster can change as the temperature of the cluster change, so it is required to formulize the relation between temperature and battery. If we are able to predict the battery backup of the network, then on the basis of battery backup, we can conclude that the particular work can be done by the network or not. On the basis of remaining battery and varying temperature in the environment, we can get the depletion rate at that particular area. According to this depletion rate we can assign the work to the cluster head as $T_H = T_{total} \times \frac{80}{100} - \beta - \omega$, if the depletion rate is greater as compared to the normal depletion rate. The value of constant $\omega$ depends upon the depletion rate of the battery. We have tried to find out the dependency between the temperature and battery backup, for the purpose of establishing the relation, we have applied the linear regression using R-language. The line of regression is given as $r = \phi + \Theta s$, where $\phi$ is intercept and $\Theta$ is coefficient. Using linear regression we have got the $\phi$ and $\Theta$. The relation between temperature(TEMP) and battery backup(BB) can be given as TEMP = 19.1848 + 0.5527BB. The below given fig. 4 and fig. 5 represent the distribution of Battery Backup(Voltage) and temperature.

4. **SIMULATION RESULTS**

This paper considers the metric for evaluating proposed method as throughput. Before presenting results, we present the simulation model as: There are 64 sensor nodes arrange in 5 clusters with the battery backups of the clusters are 0.51, 0.21, 0.36, 0.14 and 0.04 joules per sec. The simulation model is run for 600 seconds to evaluate the proposed method. Figure 6 shows the throughput of the network without applying the ETAUC and figure 7 represent the throughput of the network after the application of the ETAUC. The results provided as the throughput without application of ETAUC as 6957.4125 bps and after the application of ETAUC as 9219.1683 bps. As the result, ETAUC enhance the throughput as 32.51%. The
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presented ETAUC, a method for energy aware task allocation with unequal clustering in wireless sensor network. The aim of this paper is to complete the task given to the network within the lifetime of the network, enhance connectivity and remove the situation in which many sensor nodes get destroyed due to the depletion of battery backup. As we know that sensor network are applied in disastrous area with varying temperature, this paper get focused on establishing the relationship between battery backup and temperature. The proposed method provides 32.51% increment in the throughput of the network. The future work
can be done on the automatic selection of cluster head that maintains the efficiency of the ETAUC.
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